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CANDIDATE'S PERFORMANCE 

Number of CandidatesS Marks Scored Test Paper (Code) 
All India Rank Appeared in Test Paper (out of 100) 

Mathematics (MA) 14374 42.0 1158 

CUT-OFF MARKS 

GEN/GEN-EWS OBC (NCL) SC/ST/PwD 
Mathematics (MA) 33.65 30.29 16.82 

A candidate is considered in the merit list if the marks scored 
are greater than or equal to the cut-off marks mentioned for the 
category, for which a valid category certificate, if applicable, is 
to be produced along with this scorecard. 

30-March-2020 
Prof. Sanjeev Garg 

Organizing Chairperson, JAM 2020 
on behalf of JAM-AB 

Digital Signature: 160040dc2988510c059a2e7d8a4c6582 

1. Candidates should note that being on the merit list of any test paper neither guarantees nor entitles one to admission at ITs and lISc. 2. Candidates who are in the merit list of JAM 2020 can apply for admission to programs to which they are eligible onily in the academic year 2020-21 at ITs and ISc. 

3. For admission to various programs, the candidates in the merit list have to submit admission form ONLINE at the JAM Online Application Processing System website (https://joaps.itk.ac.in) between 09-April-2020 and 22-April-2020 with all the relevant documents. There is NO need to send a hard copy of the admission form/documents. Only those applications that are complete in all respects and have been properly submitted/uploaded within the stipulated time and date will be considered 
4. Upon applying. offers will be made to candidates based on the order of merit, the candidate's choice(s) and the number of seats available at the admitting institute(s). Those candidates have to satisfy the Eligibility Requirements (ERs) and Minimum Educational Qualifications (MEQs) of the programme(s) of the admitting Institute(s). The fulfilment of ER & MEQ is decided by the department offering the 

programme and the prerogative to accept/reject the candidate remains with the department. 
0FOr latest updates on ER, MEQ and other admission related information, candidate must refer to the JAM 2020 official website, https://jam.itk.ac.in/, and the Information Brochure available there. 
0 Tne authenticity of the contents of this Scorecard may be verified with the GATE-JAM Office, IIT Kanpur, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, Utar Pradesh 208016, till July 03, 2020 
oriauon given in this Scorecard should not be used by any person/Institute without prior permission of the GATE-JAM Office, i Kanpur, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh 208016. 


